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AGENDA

This Section comprises of the following attributes for Hybrid Cloud Market

• Market overview 

• Key Growth Drivers

• Cloud Service Models & Types

• Key Players
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Hybrid/Multi Cloud Market Overview : Organizations are shifting towards hybrid cloud to achieve security of data, 
application, and large storage spaces to reduce their capital expenditure

Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports. Mordor intelligence 
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▪ A hybrid cloud is an integrated cloud service that uses both public and private 

clouds to perform distinctive functions in the same organization

▪ The hybrid Cloud Market is valued at USD 89.88 billion in 2021 and is projected 

to reach USD 283.93 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 21.13% from 2021 

to 2027.

▪ The hybrid cloud architecture generally utilizes three service models: 

Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service, and Software as a Service.

▪ Hybrid Cloud Service offers various benefits, such as comprehensive support for 

the remote workforce, minimized costs of operations, and improved 

scalability, control, security, and risk management.
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Cloud Service Models

Infrastructure as a Service

Platform as a Service

Software as a Service

DatabasesDeployment platformApplication Development

Customer relationship management Enterprise Resource Planning

▪ Rapid digitization, along with the widespread adoption of cloud-computing services, is one of the key factors 

driving the market's growth. 

▪ Increasing adoption of multi-cloud spaces and SaaS are the hybrid cloud market trends that add market 

growth.

▪ Various technological advancements, such as the integration of artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of 

Things (IoT), machine learning (ML), and edge computing, are also enhancing the functioning of hybrid cloud 

systems, thereby providing a positive outlook for the market. 

▪ Increase to avoid vendor-lock in and growing demand for agile, scalable, and cost-efficient computing

Cloud Service Types

Cloud Management & 
Orchestration

Disaster Recovery Hybrid Hosting

Service Desk ManagementHR ManagementInvoicing software

Development ToolsMiddleware

Virtualization Management and operating systemsoftware

Computer servers Networking HardwareStorage
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AGENDA

This Section comprises of the key trends to transform Hybrid Cloud market and digital initiatives 

undertaken by the key market players using emerging technologies such as

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 5G, Edge Computing, Cloud, RPA, IoT
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Hybrid Cloud Trends: Cloud service providers leverage new-age technologies to advance digital transformation with 
data insights, prediction, security, automation, and modernization, across any cloud environment

Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports, IBM, Boomi Case Studies and press releases

Hybrid Cloud Market Trends Case Studies

Hybrid Cloud Solutions

Workflow Automation

Equinix collaborated with IBM to help 

customers and partners integrate cloud 

solutions in hybrid environments, solve digital 

transformation challenges, automate time-

consuming work, and ultimately simplify 

collaboration. 

Boomi has expanded Boomi's low-code 

workflow automation service, with support for 

multi-cloud and hybrid cloud deployments to 

enable cloud agility with built-in protection for 

sensitive data.

Automated Cloud Orchestration and Optimization
Cloud platforms will continue to evolve automated cloud 
orchestration and optimizationto manage interconnected 
services' quality and quantity across applications.

Automated service and performance management will be the  
key parts of choosing a cloud provider in 2021 when companies  
contend with more offerings from a single cloud provider

Cloud-Native Technologies 
Cloud-native technologies will usher in a new era of distributed 
enterprise analytics software that helps companies build, migrate, 
and modernize customer-facing and analytics and artificial 
intelligence (AI) apps more efficiently and at scale.
Cloud-native development for new applications can help to 
innovate quickly. 

Go-to IT infrastructure Model
Hybrid cloud continues to grow and become the dominant IT model as 
businesses combine public cloud, private cloud, and on-premises 
infrastructure to meet their business needs and drive growth. 

Hybrid cloud is becoming the default IT infrastructure model for 
businesses today. Hybrid cloud environments will likely keep growing 
as organizations choose which clouds best fit their workloads and 
needs.

AI in Cloud Computing

The development and evolution of cloud and AI are inextricably 
linked, and this could most effectively emerge as more true at 
some point in 2022 and beyond.

Cloud Security

Automating the cloud security process enables organizations to 
gather the information they need to secure their cloud 
environments and redirect their efforts towards innovation and 
growth.

Edge Computing
Edge computing has emerged as one of the most important drivers 
since it is an openly hybrid approach to computing.

It spans from the enterprise computing core out to the edge of telco 
and other service provider networks and from there to user sites and 
sensor networks. Edge contrasts sharply with multi-cloud silos, given 
that consistent platforms and management are a necessity for edge 
architectures to function effectively.

Hybrid Cloud Automation
Transforming complex IT and simplifying business operations by 
leveraging AI and driving cloud automation.

Intelligence-infused cloud-native solutions lead to greater efficiency 
with automation, lower maintenance costs, optimal use of resources, 
advanced AI applications, and better customer experience.

Hybrid Cloud Computing
Various organizations are utilizing the hybrid cloud computing 
system to maintain their workflow and production. Many  
professionals believe that companies will shift to hybrid cloud  
computing by the end of 2021, as hybrid cloud computing is 
ideal  for speed, remarkable control, and enhanced security
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Technology Initiatives(1/2): Leading cloud service providers intend to expand their hybrid cloud solutions capabilities 
through collaborations

Key Initiatives

IBM acquired Bluetab Solutions Group, SL, to 
extend its portfolio of data and hybrid cloud 

consulting services in Europe and Latin America 
by advancing its hybrid cloud and AI strategy.
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HCL Technologies unveiled HCL SoFy,  the Cloud 
Native solution factory, and HCL Now, a Cloud-
Native-as-a-service offering to avoid ‘lock-in’ 

and have the flexibility to control their data, mix-
and-match among different tools, and to build 

their solution architecture
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TCS partnered with Swiss RE to develop its 
future-ready, cloud-based digital workplace 
using Microsoft technologies and manage the 

underlying operations.
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Amazon Web Services partnered with Nationwide to 
leverage the breadth and depth of AWS’s advanced 

services, including analytics, database, machine 
learning, security, and serverless technologies to 
provide more personalized recommendations and 

customer service to their millions of customers.

HCL Technologies has launched its Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) Business Unit (AWS BU) to 

modernize its legacy systems and mainframe 
applications and reliably adopt cloud technologies. 
It boosts efficiency, achieves objectives, and meets 

regulatory compliance while migrating and 
managing SAP workloads on AWS. 

Cisco acquired Hungarian container security 
startup Banzai Cloud to expand its portfolio of 
cloud-native technologies that incubate new 

projects for cloud-native networking, security, 
and edge computing environments for modern 

distributed applications. 

Amazon Web Services partnered with Adidas AG 
to migrate its SAP environment to AWS and 

implement a modern SAP S/4HANA platform. 

TCS partnered with Avianca to modernize 
Avianca's IT infrastructure and build a new 
future-ready cloud-based digital core on 

Microsoft Azure.

Cisco acquired Israeli startup Epsagon for $500 
Million to expand Cisco’s advanced full-stack 
observability strategy with its expertise and 

technology by developing software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) automated end-to-end monitoring 

technologies for serverless cloud-based systems.

Source: Companies Press Releases, Journals and Case Studies.

Note: The above-mentioned initiatives are curated for the 12 months.
Partnerships Inhouse Development Acquisitions
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Hybrid Cloud Challenges: Security, Cloud Cost Management, and Hybrid Governance are the major challenges for the 
Hybrid Cloud Market

Source: Companies Press Releases, Journals, articles  and Case Studies.

DataSecurity

Challenges

Major Challenges in Hybrid Cloud Solutions

▪ Limiting cloud computing vendors

▪ Choose a cloud integration solution that can operate on 
the public, private, and on-premises infrastructure.

▪ Cloud solution providers need an underlying 
infrastructure designed to work seamlessly from 
hardware to applications in the multi-cloud 
environment.

▪ To meet regulatory compliances,  solution providers 
need a cloud  management solution for the best  
protection of user data and that  allows them to set 
permissions and  strict access controls

▪ Use a hybrid approach of combining cloud services and 
local dedicated servers to ensure they pay for storage.

▪ Using identity and access management consistently 
across private and public clouds requires a highly 
coordinated effort to meet security and compliance 
requirements.

▪ Creating a hardware infrastructure that flexes with 
business demands is one of the keys to unlocking the 
potential of an agile hybrid cloud that can move 
workloads across different environments

Insufficiency of Resources andExpertise
• Organizations are increasingly placing more workloads in the cloud while cloud 

technologies continue to advance rapidly. Due to these factors, organizations are 
having a tough time keeping up with the tools, and the need for expertise continues to 
grow.

• When migrating to the cloud, the data security and breach of sensitive information must be 
secured to be shared  with the third-party vendor. Threats like website hacking and virus 
attack are the biggest problems of cloud computing data security.

Complete Governance over ITServices
• IT always doesn’t have complete control over provisioning, infrastructure delivery, 

and operation in this cloud-based environment. This has increased the complicacy of 
IT to deliver critical enforcement, governance, data quality, and risk management.

Cloud Cost Management

• Managing cost is a critical element in successfully using hybrid public cloud 
resources. Cloud computing services' on-demand and scalable nature make it 
challenging to define and predict quantities and costs.

Multi-CloudEnvironments
• Multiple clouds and data center situations in different centers can offer great 

flexibility and compliance, but this does not happen automatically. The biggest 
challenge is to understand where the data resides physically, and this situation 
might be more important for small and mid-size companies.

Cloud Integration
• Companies working with hybrid cloud environments report issues on their on-premise

apps and tools and public cloud working together. The integration of legacy systems is
their biggest challenge in utilizing the cloud.
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Challenges

Infrastructure as a service Software as a Service Platform as a Service

• Security - Threat or system vulnerabilities may expose data 
communication between the host infrastructure and VMs 
to unauthorized entities.

• Legacy systems operating in the cloud - While customers 
can run legacy apps in the cloud, the infrastructure may not 
be designed to deliver specific controls to secure the legacy 
apps

• Internal resources and training - Additional resources and 
training may be required for the workforce to learn how to 
manage the infrastructure effectively

• Multi-tenant security - Customers must rely on the vendor 
to ensure that VMs are adequately isolated within the 
multitenant cloud architecture.

• Interoperability – If organizations need to design their 
integration systems or reduce dependencies with SaaS 
services, which may not always be possible.

• Customization- SaaS apps offer minimal customization 
capabilities.

• Performance and downtime - Planned and unplanned 
maintenance, cyber-attacks, or network issues may impact 
the performance of the SaaS applications.

• Lack of control - SaaS providers rely on third- parties to 
control their applications. These controls are not limited to 
the software in terms of the version, updates, appearance, 
data, and governance. 

• Data security – PaaS data is residing in third-party, vendor-
controlled cloud servers pose security risks and concerns.

• Integrations - Integration with existing services and 
infrastructure, including onsite data center or off-premise 
cloud, may be challenging.

• Vendor lock-in - Business and technical requirements that 
drive decisions for a specific PaaS solution may not apply in 
the future.

• Customization of legacy systems - PaaS may not be a plug-
and-play solution for existing legacy apps and services.

• Operational limitation - Customized cloud operations with 
management automation workflows may not apply to PaaS 
solutions

Solutions

• Multitenant architecture, like a single piece of 
hardware, serves many users

• Players provide cost-effective due to pay-as-you-go 
pricing

• Virtualization can help to manage tasks, so employees 
have more free time for other tasks

• Automated deployment of hardware can simplify the 
operations of hybrid cloud

• The client gets complete control over the infrastructure 
by leveraging IaaS

• IT players develop applications that are accessible from any 
connected device

• Automated upgrades, Cross-device compatibility

• Players will help them to launch ready-made software 
quickly

• No initial setup costs, Pay-as-you-go model

• Resources can be scaled depending on requirements

• Resources can be scaled up and down depending on business 
needs by utilizing PaaS

• Multiple users can access the same applications in 
development

• Reduced expenses for creating, testing, and launching apps

• Cloud players make the development process is quickened 
and simplified

• Allows customers for easy migrating to the hybrid cloud

Hybrid Cloud Challenges by Service Models : Data Security, Legacy Systems, vendor lock-in, and need to provide 
efficient cloud solutions are the key challenges faced by global cloud service providers

Source: Companies Press Releases, Journals and Case Studies.
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Hybrid/Multi-Cloud Governance Operations: Cloud Governance operations help to optimize the organizations to 
support business strategy using the right combination of on-premise and cloud services

Source: Draup Universe, Journals,  Case Studies and Industrial Reports.

• Operational Governance: It contains 
system testing, two cost-cutting 
measures identifying and terminating 
unused ZOMBIE assets, and scheduling 
stop/start time for non-production 
instances used in the development, 
software testing, staging, and QA.

• Multi-cloud governance is essential for the fast delivery of cloud services while satisfying enterprise budget control, visibility, security, and compliance. 

• Hybrid Cloud Governance is the method by which an enterprise ensures that stakeholder needs, conditions, and options are evaluated to determine balanced, agreed-on enterprise 

objectives are achieved. Including, 

o Setting direction through prioritization and decision-making.

o Monitoring and evaluating performance and compliance against agreed-on direction and objectives.

• Hybrid, Multicloud, and edge deployment strategies with a unified operations approach can accelerate cloud adoption and migration efforts for an organization

• Governance operations help IT firms and organizations provide simplified management, faster application development across on-premises, multi-cloud, and edge environments, 

and strengthen the organization's overall cloud adoption and migration effort. 

• A better model for governing cloud data relates to optimizing assets for their workloads and ensures that the stored data is in the most cost-effective location.

• Cost Optimization: A cost optimization 
policy reduces cost by keeping up-to-
date with opportunities to take 
advantage of committed use discounts 
and modifying occasions when 
committed use discounts are not being 
utilized fully.

• Financial Management: It consists of 
budget policies and cost trend 
policies. Financial Governance helps 
to determine whether budgets will 
meet or if the enterprises need to 
adjust them.

• Asset & configuration management:
It helps to identify non-conforming 
assets, like those who exceed the 
permitted capacity, incompatible 
with existing assets.

• Security & Incident management:
Best Cloud Governance solutions or 
services cover multiple cloud security 
components and may need to be 
subdivided into smaller principles to 
address issues.

Hybrid/Multi-Cloud Governance Operations

Cloud Security Governance Tools Hybrid/Multi-Cloud Governance Operations Challenges

Challenges:
• Performance Management - If the service provider goes down, then the 

client's performance using the Cloud Governance services will also go down.
• Cost Management - Cost Management is the major challenge for 

hybrid/Multi-cloud management.

• Security Issues - The security of the data is also one of the major concerns..

Solutions:
• A proper Governance Cloud Model, a set of policies, and choosing one of the 

best Cloud Governance solutions can be helpful.
• Optimizes cost by conducting better financial analytics and automating 

policies or keeping management reporting practice will help provide cost 
management.

• Build proper authentication policies to protect the confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability of the information.

Four Levels of Cloud 

Governance

• Infrastructure or 

virtualization platform

• Operating systems

• Platform/application

• Business/user activity on 

that platform
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AGENDA

This Section comprises Top Hybrid/Multi-Cloud Management Platforms & their following attributes:

• Platform Overview

• Key Capabilities

• Security Operations of the platforms

• Associated Use cases

• Key Leaders

• Key Clients
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Top Multi/Hybrid Cloud Management Platforms (1/3)– Leading cloud platforms such as Google Cloud, AWS, and Azure 
aims to integrate emerging technologies to leverage their platform and security potential

Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports, Products & Solutions Websites (Google Cloud, AWS, Azure)
Note: Executives mentioned above are some of the key Technology Leaders in the organization and not exhaustive. Exhaustive l ist will be available in Draup Platform

Platform Name Google Cloud Anthos AWS hybrid cloud Azure

Overview
Anthos  unifies infrastructure and applications management across on-

premises, edge, and multiple public clouds with a  Google Cloud-
backed control plane for consistent operation at scale. 

AWS hybrid cloud services help build hybrid architectures through a 

set of computing, networking, storage, security, identity, data 
integration, management, monitoring, and operations services.

The Azure cloud provides extensive hybrid cloud management 
functionality l ike migration tools, networking tools, single sign-on 
(SSO) and identity management, and even hybrid storage devices, 

extending on-premises data centers.

Platform 
Capabilities

• Accelerate developer productivity and software delivery through 
cloud-native tooling Anthos Multicloud API to manage GKE 
clusters running on AWS and Azure infrastructure. 

• Anthos  application s tack reduces the costs associated with 
l i censing a  hypervisor and decreases time spent learning new 
ski lls.

• Modernize and manage all applications with AWS Hybrid cloud

• Improve IT and developer productivity for operating 
Infrastructure across on-premises, cloud, and edge environments.

• Offer tools for advanced analytics and automated migration to 
move and manage data.

• Azure Stack enables to development, deployment, and run cloud-
compatible applications across environments. 

Security Operations

• Google Cloud delivers AI/ML-powered Software faster while 

improving operational security and Governance through Anthos.
• Develop and automate security and policy management for all 

deployments.

• AWS improves the ability to meet core security and compliance 
requirements, such as data locality, protection, and 
confidentiality, with comprehensive services and features.  Build 
secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient infrastructure for 
applications.

• Provide access to high-performance resources as well as 
enterprise-grade security and availability.

• Provide  enterprise-grade security measures
• Azure Security Center dashboard can deliver a centralized view of 

security s tatus.

Associated Use 
cases 

Application Modernization Security Solutions Real-time Gaming Networking Solutions Storage Management Databricks Analytics

Platform Migration Infrastructure Modernization Hybrid Data Processing Automated Manufacturing Data Security Solutions Virtual Networking

Key Leaders
• Robert Enslin: Pres ident, Cloud Sales
• Andrew W. Moore: Vice President and General Manager, Cloud AI 

and Industry Solutions

• Adam Selipsky: Chief Executive Officer, Amazon Web Services
• David Borland: Director of Engineering: Cloud-Scale Machine 

Learning Acceleration, Annapurna AWS

• Henry N. Jerez: Chief Technology Officer - Azure Edge Devices
• Jason Zander: Executive Vice President, Microsoft Azure

Key Clients
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AGENDA

We had covered some of the applications of hybrid/Multicloud and Hybrid Cloud Cost Management 

Tools & Factors undertaken by governance trends, across the Hybrid/ Multi-cloud Environment
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Applications in Multi-cloud/Hybrid Cloud Environments – A Hybrid Cloud governance platform can help support 
organizational goals by accelerating digital innovation and reducing complexity

Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports.
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Financial Governance 

• Financial policies can define in 

which cases managed services 

should be used to reduce in-house 

operating costs before deploying 

new cloud services.

• Budgets define the specific 

allowance for different categories 

of cloud services.

• Cost reporting is difficult to achieve 

in a consistent way

Budget Tracking

Reporting & Analytics

Cost Reporting Tools

Real-Time Decision Making

• Uncover hidden costs

• Reallocate cloud spend for chargeback

• Proactive recommendations to 

purchase & exchange reservations and 

savings plans

Service Governance

• A multi-cloud governance platform 

helps to monitor service performance 

and store logs of the results.

• Organizations leverage and define 

policies regarding the use and 

execution of cloud services.

• The cloud governance platform 

orchestrates cloud services to meet 

the needs of business processes and 

applications.

Real-Time Monitoring

Cloud Automation

Predictive Maintenance

Performance Management

• User experience measurements 

from application performance 

management packages

• Performance targets

• Open-source tools

Data Governance

• Data governance policies should 

specify how to manage the entire 

data lifecycle in the cloud

• Develop data classification scheme 

and set policies for data at 

different levels of sensitivity

• Ensuring that data lifecycle 

management is automated, this is 

critical to apply policies in large 

scale cloud deployments

Data Management 

Data Masking 

Risk Management

Real-Time Data Analysis

• Meta Data Management 

• Identify the number of data errors 

• Calculate the business impact of 

data quality problems and 

potential fixes

Security Governance

• Following standardized cloud-

specific security policies for 

the DevSecOps pipeline helps 

enhance application security, 

especially for multi-cloud.

• Security Governance should 

use existing policies and 

security practices, extending 

them to the cloud

Risk Assessment

Disaster Recovery

Data Management and Encryption

Identity and Access Management

• Identifying bad security posture

• Monitoring traffic to detect 

vulnerabilities 

• Generating recommended firewall 

rules

• Design app-centric security

Architecture & Change 
Management Governance

• Create standard operating procedures 

for cloud platform management and 

provisioning to avoid IT proliferation. 

• Organizations will need to put in vital 

change management initiatives to 

drive adoption. 

• Enterprises need to adopt a robust 

cloud platform that enables teams to 

provision/de-provision cloud service

Performance Monitoring 

Automation & Orchestration

Cloud Management 

Data Analytics

• Resource optimization

• Secure workload automation

• Performance Optimization
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We had covered some of the core hybrid/Multicloud management initiatives undertaken by key 

market players across the Hybrid/ Multi-cloud Environment with their overview. 
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Players Deepdive (1/5): Microsoft believes that trends like Multi-Clouds and ubiquitous, decentralized computing 
system would achieve Modern Security

Key Products and Solutions

Key Initiatives

Associated Use Cases

Microsoft helps their clients enable 
remote work, take advantage of cloud 
innovation, and maximize existing on-
premises investments by relying on an 

effective hybrid and Multicloud 
approach.

Key Clients

Key Leaders

Scott Guthrie
Executive Vice President, 
Microsoft Cloud + AI Group

Jason Zander
Executive Vice President, 
Microsoft Azure

Infrastructure Modernization

Data Management 

Connected Care Experience

Data Center Optimization 

Real-Time Security Solutions

AI Computing

Cloud-Native Solutions

Cloud Optimization

• Applications– Build consistent application experience everywhere in hybrid 

• Data- Migrate, manage, and analyze data across digital estate

• Identity - Give users a seamless, single sign-on experience across cloud, mobile, 
and on-premises apps by managing access with a unified identity platform.

• Management – Govern, and help secure IT resources across on-premise, 
Multicloud, and edge environments

• Security – Provide unified hybrid security management and advanced threat 
protection

Real-Time Protection
Microsoft has extended its cloud security tools, including 
native cloud security posture management (CSPM) and 
workload protection capabilities to Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) within a Microsoft Defender for Cloud suite. 

Hybrid Cloud Threat Intelligence
Microsoft acquired RiskIQ to help customers discover and 
assess the security of their entire enterprise attack surface—
in the Microsoft cloud, AWS, other clouds, on-premises, and 
from their supply chain. 

Source: Microsoft Press & Media Releases, Website, Draup Rolodex
Note: Executives mentioned above are some of the key Technology Leaders in the organization and not exhaustive. Exhaustive l ist will be available in Draup Platform

Datacenter Modernization
Capgemini partnered with Microsoft in North America 
to connect business and IT strategy by accelerating 
their digital transformations and embracing new cloud-
based working ways.

Multi-cloud Management 
Wells Fargo & Co partnered with Microsoft and Alphabet 
Inc’s Google to embrace a multi-cloud approach, enabling 
flexibility and allowing businesses to off-load some of the high 
costs of running their own data centers by renting public 
ones.
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Opportunity propensity: Draup has identified the following opportunity areas across the Hybrid/Multi Cloud Market

Source: Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports. Draup Business intentions
Note: Above chart is indicative only. 

Medium TermShort Term Long Term

Enterprise Modernization

AI/ML, Analytics, Cloud Platform

Cloud-Native Application Development

Cloud-Native Technologies, AI/ML Platform

Digital Workspace Management

AI/ML, IoT and Cloud Platform

Cloud Automation

AI, IoT, Automation Platform

Hybrid Cloud Network 

IoT, AI, Cloud, Analytics, Edge Computing 
Platform

Types of Solutions
Associated Technologies

Cloud Security Solutions

Edge Computing, AI/ML Platform

Network Virtualization

AI/ML, Data Analytics, Cloud Platform

Short Term: 0 - 1 year; Medium Term: 1 – 3 years; and Long Term > 3 years.

AI in Cloud Computing

AI/ML, Analytics Platform
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